
 
 



Monday:  What is sound?  

We will learn that sound is an energy source created by vibrations.  

I will discuss and record how vibrations create sound.  I will conduct an 
experiment with vibrations and sound.

State Standard:  2.P.1 Understand the relationship between sound and vibrating 
objects.





Sound Waves
Wavelengths



Experiment on Your Own:
Feel the Vibrations that Make Sound

https://youtu.be/VYMRRaKMntY

https://youtu.be/VYMRRaKMntY
https://youtu.be/VYMRRaKMntY


Talk About it / Record it

What is sound?

What makes sound?

What does sound feel like?

Draw and label a diagram of your experiment.  Add labels.  



Experiment with a Group:
Seeing Sound Vibrations

https://youtu.be/BoeDI-YkzI0

Experiment Groups:

Mykala, Ayla, and Wendy             Dominic, Sebastian, and Savannah

Brooke, Seth, and Ashley             Triston, Jessica, Estefany, and 

Jay’lin, Hyle, and Angely

Canaan, Dallelyn, and Kamiah

https://youtu.be/BoeDI-YkzI0
https://youtu.be/BoeDI-YkzI0


Talk About it / Record it

Why did the sprinkles move?

What happens when you move the sound closer to the bowl?  

What happens when you move farther from the bowl?

Draw and label a diagram of your experiment.  Add labels.  



Tuesday:  What causes sounds to be loud or 
quiet?

We will learn the loudness of a sound is called volume.  Volume is measured in 
decibels.  

I will discuss and record how volume works.  I will conduct an experiment with 
volume.



Volume
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Experiment:  
Cup Telephone

https://youtu.be/LjLiQ_DlFNY

Mykala, Ayla, and Wendy             Dominic, Sebastian, and Savannah

Brooke, Seth, and Ashley             Triston, Jessica, Estefany, and 

Jay’lin, Hyle, and Angely

Canaan, Dallelyn, and Kamiah

https://youtu.be/LjLiQ_DlFNY
https://youtu.be/LjLiQ_DlFNY


Talk About it / Record it

What happens when you speak into the cup with a quiet volume?  Think about 
how much air this took, and how it felt coming out of your mouth.

What happens when you speak into the cup with a loud volume?  Think about 
how much air this took, and how it felt coming out of your mouth.

Draw and label a diagram of your experiment.  Add labels.  



Wednesday:  What causes sound to be high 
or low?

We will learn that how highness of a sound is called the pitch.  

I will discuss and record how pitch works.  I will conduct an experiment with 
pitch.  



Pitch

 



Experiment:  Pitch

https://youtu.be/VYMRRaKMntY

Experiment Groups:

Mykala, Ayla, and Wendy             Dominic, Sebastian, and Savannah

Brooke, Seth, and Ashley             Triston, Jessica, Estefany, and 

Jay’lin, Hyle, and Angely

Canaan, Dallelyn, and Kamiah

https://youtu.be/VYMRRaKMntY
https://youtu.be/VYMRRaKMntY


Talk About it / Record it

What happens when you pull the rubber band tight?

What happens when the rubber band is loose?

What happens with a thick rubber band?

What happens with a thin rubber band?

Draw and label a diagram of your experiment.  Add labels.  



Thursday:  How do people make sounds?

We will learn how vocal cords work.



Vocal Cords

https://youtu.be/-XGds2GAvGQ

https://youtu.be/-XGds2GAvGQ
https://youtu.be/-XGds2GAvGQ


Friday:  How do people hear sounds?

We will learn how ears works. 



Ear: 3 parts

https://youtu.be/HMXoHKwWmU8

https://youtu.be/HMXoHKwWmU8
https://youtu.be/HMXoHKwWmU8

